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Abstract. The theoretical investigation of the braking process of a tractor transport aggregate is carried out. The influence 
of the mass of machines on the efficiency ofbraking is set. The dependencies of forces acting the coupler on the trailer and 
tractor ratio of masses ( Ac ), and on the difference of ratios of the brekable and whole masses of a trailer and tractor 
C\ - A,). are presented. 

The nomogram for operative set and the selection of the main braking parameters of various tractor transpm1s 
aggregates were established. 

With the help of the nomogram it is possible to set: braking efficiency, greatest deceleration, shortest braking distance, 
greatest common mass of aggregate and acting forces of brakable tractor transport aggregate. 

Keywords: tractor, trailer, mass, forces, braking efficiency, deceleration, braking distance. 

l.lntroduction 

A great part of carriage in agriculture is carried out 
on the field roads, fields, virgin soils and stubbles. It is 
necessary in winter to drive on snow-covered fields. There
fore wheeled tractors with trailers (tractor transport ag
gregates) are used in agriculture. In agriculture of Lithuania 
there are some tractors and tractor type trailers which have 
one-axle brakable wheels. Sometimes transport aggregates 
are made with only tractor brakable wheels. It is unclear 
whether a loaded vehicle form such braking force F51 , 

which satisfies deceleration a sr (required by standard [ 1, 
2]) of a vehicle. Therefore composing various tractor trans
port aggregates a good analysis of compatibility of brak
ing systems of tractors and trailers, capability and effi
ciency of braking is necessary. 

The main evaluation characteristics of braking effi
ciency of tractor transport aggregates are: braking dis
tance s51 (m), deceleration a 51 (m/s) and stability at the 
moment of braking. Deceleration a 51 is calculated by for
mula[3]: 

(1) 

here m -mass of vehicle, kg ; F5,- total braking force, N. 
The deceleration of vehicles a 51 is evaluated and 

standardized by braking efficiency z expressed by per-
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cents [ 4]. The efficiency of vehicles brakes z tested on 
the road is calculated by formula [3, 4]: 

z = a st 1 g X 100 %, (2) 

here g- acceleration of free falling body, m.' s 2 . 

A. A. Maschensky (A. A. Mall.leHcK11i1) [5], J. E. Ata
manov (IO. E. ATaMaHoB) ir V. V. Guskov (B. B. fychKOB) 
[6] analyzing braking dynamics of automobile and tractor 
train forces acting on the coupler mathematically expressed 
by formula: 

(ap -a1 ) m1 mp 
Fsk = ~~----~ 

m1 +mp 
(3) 

here rn t , m P - vehicle and trailer mass, kg; a 1 = Fstt / m1 

and a p = F51 P _,' mp - vehicle and trailer proportional de

celeration, &n/ s 2 ); Fsr p ir Fsr p- vehicle and trailer total 

braking forces, N. 
Introducing equation m, I m p = Ac to the formula 

(3) they presented equation, expressing the force acting on 
the coupler: 

(ap- a1 )A.c m1 
Fsk = · - · - - - - · 

l+Ac 
(4) 

In the equation (4) presented by A. A. Maschensky 
(A. A. Mall.leHCKHi1) and analogical equation presented 
by J. E. Atamanov (!0. E. ATaMaHoB) and V. V. Guskov 
(B. B. fychKOB) forces acting the coupler expressed by 
really not existing tractor and trailer proportional decel-
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erations. Really the deceleration of a tractor and a trailer at 
the braking process is equal. It is difficult to evaluate the 
braking efficiency and forces acting the coupler using 
equations (1) and (4) in tractor transport aggregate with 
unbrakable wheels. 

2. Research Aims 

The aims of the research are: to carry out theoretical 
investigations of the braking efficiency of a tractor trans
port aggregate, to set braking forces acting a tractor, a 
trailer and a coupler, their mutual dependencies and influ
ence on braking efficiency, to make the graphics and 
methodics seting the main braking parameters of a tractor 
transport aggregate. 

3. Theoretical Research of the Main Braking Param
eters of a Tractor Transport Aggregate 

Some methods are used for braking tractors and au
tomobiles with trailers: 1) shifting off the engine and de
creasing the speed due to road resistance (such braking is 
effective and right on bad roads or driving up the hill); 2) 
with connected engine, but decreased or switched off fuel 
supply (such braking is used driving down the hill); 

3) making additional resistance to the motion by 
brakes. Vehicles on the roads commonly use additional 
means (brakes) for braking. 

The motion ofbrakable separate machines of a trac
tor transport aggregate (Fig 1), when Fsr p > Fsrr is pos
sible to be writen by differential equations: 

(5) 

here nz1 and m p -mass of a tractor and trailer, kg; a 51 -

deceleration of a tractor transport aggregate, m/ s2 ; 

Fsrt and Fsr p- vehicle and trailer total braking forces N; 
Fsk -force acting on the coupler. 

The construction of a coupler influences the braking 
dynamics of a tractor transport aggregate [7]. In this ar
ticle the braking dynamics of a tractor transport aggregate 
with a rigid coupler is being analyzed. Such couplers are 
mostly used in agriculture. 

Braking forces F51 are created by the torques of bra
kes M 51 (N m), acting the brakable wheels: 

(6) 

here 'r- rolling radius of the wheel, m . 

It is known that the greatest braking force is available 
when the wheels are still rolling [8]. The greatest grip 
coefficient is obtained at 20-30% of wheel slip of a braking 
vehicle, when a wheel still turns. When a wheel slips 100% 
of the braking force becomes less about I 0-20% [8, 9]. The 
grip coefficient mostly depends on road or field structure 
[ 1 0]. Furthermore, when not all the wheels are braked, the 
braking force must be added to the force of wheel rolling 
resistance. This force increases particularly on a soft 
surface. In agriculture it is impossible to increase greatly 
the load of brakable wheels due to soil squeeze [ 11]. The 
greatest braking force Fsr.max consists of wheel grip force 
Fl!i! max and rolling resistance force Fk : 

(7) 

here <p- grip coefficient; R s -total normal road reaction to 
the brakable wheels, N; Fk -rolling resistance force, N. 

When the vehicle is being braked on the horizontal 
road: 

Fsr.max = <p g mst + k nz g, (8) 

here 111 51 - brakable mass (kg), id est. mass of aggregate 
falling on the brakable wheels. 

Fig 1. The scheme of forces acting the tractor transport aggregate at the moment of braking 
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Evaluating tractor and trailer brakable mass: 
Fst c == q> g msr rand Fsr p == q> g msr p the system of 

equations (5) can be written: 

{

mrast =_ -q> g mst r- Fsk • 

mpa,, - -q> g mst p + Fsk · 
(9) 

here msr c and 11l51 p tractor and trailer brakable mass, 
(kg). 

Eliminating a, p from equation (9) it is possible to 
found Fsk: 

Fsk ==q>g ----- . 
(

mst P mstt l m,mp 

mp m1 m1 +mp 
(10) 

The mass ratio of tractor and trailer m p / mt marked 
by Ac the equation (10) is written: 

(11) 

Using the equation (11) it is possible to affirm that 
forces acting the coupler of a tractor transport aggregate 
depend on grip coefficient, mass of a tractor, ratio of mass 
of a trailer and tractor and on the difference of ratio be
tween brakable and whole mass of a trailer and a tractor. 
The ratio of brakable and whole mass of a trailer 
mst P / m P marked by A p and ratio ofbrakable and whole 
mass of a tractor marked by A., the equation (10) is writ
ten: 

( )
Ac m1 

Fsk = q> g A p -A., I +i-c (12) 

The dependence of forces Fsk acting the coupler from 
the trailer and tractor ratio of mass Ac on the flat road, 
when A P -A., =canst > 0 is presented in Fig 2. 

The ratio of brakable and whole mass of the trailer 
and tractor changes from 0 to 1, ed. est.: within the limits 
0 ~A. P ~ 1; 0 ~ A.t $1. 

When tractor transport aggregates trailer is braked 
by all wheels A P = 1 . Analogically, when a tractor is braked 
by all wheels At = 1 . If in a tractor transport aggregate a 
trailer or a tractor is not braked A p = 0 or A1 = 0 . There
fore in a tractor transport aggregate variation limits of ra
tios difference ofbrakable and whole masses of the trailer 
and tractor will change from + 1 to -I, ed. est. 
-1 ~ (A. p - A., ) ~ 1 . 

On the horizontal road the dependence of forces 
(Fsk), acting the coupler from the difference of ratio 
brakable and whole masses of the trailer and tractor 
(A. p -A., )is presented in Fig 3. 

Forces Fsk asting the coupler, (Figs 1. and 3) i.ncrease 
and approach Fsk = q> g (A. P -At) m 1 , mcreasmg the 
ratio of mass of tractor and trailer Ac at the same difference 
of the ratio between brakable and whole mass ofthe trailer 
and tractor ((A. P - A1 ) =canst). Forces on the coupler 

' -------

Fig 2. The dependence of forces Fsk acting the coupler from 
the ratio of masses Ac of trailer and tractor 

-----------+~----~~--~ 
R;ll 

~ ~-- - - .,·~- -----+-
i , .. , 

• • • 

Fig 3. The dependence of forces Fsk acting the coupler fro~ 
difference of the ratio of brakable and whole mass of the tnuler 

and tractor (A. P -A.,); 1, 2, 3 - variation according equat~on 
(12), when \ 1 ~ A.c2 ~ A.c3; 4- variation accordmg equation 

F;k = q> g (t..p -1..1 )m1 

Fsk = 0 , when A p - A., = 0 , that is, at the same ratio of 
brakable and whole mass of trailer and tractor (A. p ='A,). 
The coupler will be pulled of brakable tractor transport 
aggregate, at At < A p . At A., > A p the coupler will be 
pressed, because force Fsk becomes negative. 

On the horizontal road the dependence of forces 
( Fsk ) , acting the coupler from the trailer and tractor ratio 
of mass Ac and from difference of ratio of brakable and 
whole mass oftrailer and tractor (A. p -At )is presented in 

Fig4. 
The brakable tractor with a trailer is as a common 

deceleration of two joint machines. By acting of braking 
forces the vehicle receives deceleration: 

<\m (13) 

here FP- forces of resistance; 05 - coefficient of influ
ence of turning mass. 
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At intensive braking the speed of vehicle rapidly de
creases and the air resistance in a braking process is in
significant, therefore this force is rejected. So the differen
tial equation of brak.able vehicle, when the engine is dis
connected is: 

astmax =g [(q>Rs/G)+kcosa±sina]/85 . (14) 

When the vehicle is being braked on the horizontal 
road: 

g [(q> R5 /G)+ k] 

8.~ 

g [q> (m51 /rn)+ k] 
8.~ 

. (15) 

Coefficient of influence of turning mass 8s is negli
gible when the engine is disconnected, because it evalu
ates only the inertia of wheels and connected with them 
transmission turning parts. This coefficient at braking mo
ment os =1,04 ... 1,05, therefore the greatest braking de-

celeration on dry asphalt or concrete may reach asrmax 

=7,5-8,0m/s2 [8, 12]. 
The braking distance s51 is an important parameter 

of braking. The low stability of energy is used for the 
determination of this parameter. When the vehicle is driv
ing at speed v, it has kinetic energy, which changes to 
work at the moment of braking. At intensive braking it is 
possible to write such an equation: 

+ . _ 05 m ( v? -vi 
( Fsr max- Fa. ) Ssrmm - , (16) 

2 

f 
"A~ Fsk c 

0 

-F 

-1 

here 1•1 and v2 - speeds of a vehicle m/s at the begilllling 
and the end of braking. 

Assuming that Fsr max = q> R5 + Fk, we will get the 
shortest braking distance ssrmin : 

_ 05 G ( vf- vi ) 
5 srmin - ( . ) . (17) 2 g q> Rs -1- k G cos a± G sm a 

Inserting (17) in the equation (14) the shortest brak
ing distance will be: 

( 2 2 ) 5stmin = 1'J - V2 2 astmax · (18) 

When a vehicle is being braked by deceleration 
a5 , < a st max , braking distance will be s,., > sst min , i.e.: 

( 2 2 ) sst = vi - v2 2 a st . (19) 

The dependences of braking distance (sst) on the 
speed (v), at various braking intensiveness (a 51 ), is pre
sented in Fig 5. 

When a tractor transport aggregate is being braked 
on a horizontal road (a= 0) by the greatest deceleration 
astmax = g q> m..,.1 m 8 5 to full stop (v2 = 0), the shortest 
braking distance will be: 

sst min= 05 vf m/2 g cp m51 = 0.05185 v2 m/cp m51 . (20) 

The dependencies of the shortest braking distance 
on the speed, for vehicles brakable with all wheels on a 
horizontal road, at various driving circumstances (various 
q>) are presented in Fig 6. 

-0 5 
' A -A 0 0 5 

p t---...' 1 

Fig 4. The dependence of forces F,k acting the coupler from the ratio of masses of the trailer and tractor A c and from the 
difference of the ratios between brakable and whole masses of the trailer and tractor (1,, -'A,) 
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Fig 5. The dependence of braking distance (s.,) on driving 
speed (v) at the correspondent decelerations (a) 
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Fig 6. The dependence of braking distance (s
51

) on driving 
speed (v) at the correspondent traction coefficient (<p) 

The real shortest distance will be a little greater than 
counted by the formula (20). The intensive braking begins 
not exactly after the obstruction has been seen. 

Considering the course of real braking process, there 
are some formulas to count the stopping distance. Prof. 

D. Velikanov [5, 12] suggested such a formula: 

Sst= v ( t1 -t2 )+0.051 ke Os v2 
/ q>, (21) 

here t1 -time of drivers reaction (0,3 - 1 s); t, -acting 
delay of brakes ( for hydraulic brakes t, = 0,04-0,06 s; for 
pneumatic brakes t2 = 0,35, in automotive trains with pneu
matic brakes t2 s; 0,5 s); ke- coefficient of braking effi
ciency, for cars- 1 ,2, for lorries- 1,4 [5, 12]. 

The comparison of the shortest braking distance 
counted using formula (21) and the shortest real braking 
distance is presented in Fig 7. 

According to Fig 7 it is obvious that the real shortest 
braking distance is about 2 times greater than the counted 
shortest braking distance. 

4. Analysis of Results 

The deceleration and the braking distance of a braked 

Sst' 

m 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

20 25 30 35 40 v, kmlh 

Fig 7. The dependence of braking distance (s ) on driving 
speed (v) at the <p = 0,7; I -shortest theore&a! braking 
distance; 2- shortest real braking distance of hydraulic 

brakes; 3 - shortest real braking distance of pneumatic brakes 

tractor transport aggregate depend on the driving speed, 
wheel grip with the road, brakable and all mass of aggregate 
and the link of these parameters. 

For the determination of the braking parameters of a 
tractor transport aggregate and its separate machines we 
must solve higher presented equations and their systems. 
For the operative determination of these parameters based 
on the researched material a nomogram is made (Fig 8), 
with the help of which it is possible: 

1. Knowing the total mass (m ) and brakable mass ag 
(mass on the brakable wheels (m,,) of a tractor transport 
aggregate, road conditions, i.e. coefficient of the grip (q>) 
and driving speed (v), to determine the greatest deceleration 
of an aggregate (a,,), efficiency of braking (z), the shortest 
braking distance (s,,) and braking forces (F.,). 

These parameters are determined as follows: on the 
axle m,, put brakable mass of aggregate and get a point 
m,, 1 (Fig 8). Through point m,, 1 draw a vertical line b- b. 
Through the section point B of line b- b and line of grip 
coefficient q> , evaluating road conditions, draw a hori
zontal line c - c. On the axle Fsr get the greatest braking 
force F,, max 1. On the axle mag putting mass of all aggre
gate, get a point mag 1• Through the point mag 1 draw a 
vertical line d- d. At the section point A of lines c- c and 
d- d get the greatest braking deceleration a 1. From stmax 
the center of nomogram through the point A draw a line to 
z axle. On the z axle get the effectiveness of braking z 1. 

On the axle q> putting gripping coefficient q>, 
evaluating road conditions, get a point <p1. Through this 
point draw a horizontal line g- g. Section of the line g- g 
with the curve of speed get the point v1• Through the 
point v1 draw a vertical line)- j. On the section of line)
j with the axle s 

51 
get the shortest braking distance s 

51 1• 

2. Knowing the mass (m,,) of a tractor transport ag
gregate, road conditions, i.e. gripping coefficient q> and 
necessary greatest braking deceleration (a 5

1 
,rax) or effi

ciency of braking (z) to determine full mass of aggregate 
(m ), braking distance (s 

1
) and braking forces {F ) ag s st · 

These parameters are set so: 
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z, 
Fst, Fin• % 
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20 

-12 16 

Fig 8.The nomogram of setting the main brakino parameters (z, a s . F c stmu.x' Hll/111, .H' 
m "K· ) of the tractor transport aggregate 

The brakable mass of the aggregate is putting on the 
axle (m.

1
) to get a point (msr 1). Through this point draw 

vertical line b- b. Through the section point (B) of a vertical 
line b- b and grip coefficient (<p) curve, evaluating road 
conditions, draw horizontal line c- c. On the axle (F,

1
) get 

the greatest braking force (F ). At the section of st max l 
horizontal line c- c with the line of necessary deceleration 
(a) or necessary braking efficiency (dotted curve), get a 
point A. Through this point draw a vertical line d- d. On 
the axle mag get common mass (ma 1) of a tractor transport 

. . g 
aggregate, cons1stmg of a tractor and trailer. 

On the axle (<p) putting grip coefficient evaluating 
road conditions get a point ( <p 1 ). Through this point draw 
a horizontal line g - g. On the section of this line and 
speed curve get a point vr Through the point v draw a 

. I 
verttcallinej- j. On the axle (s,

1
) get the shortest braking 

distance (s,l mill !). 
The nomogram presented in Fig 8 is intended for 

setting the main braking parameters unevaluating con
crete braking system coefficient of efficiency, its time of 
delay and reaction time of a driver. 

5. Conclusions 

1. The practical in use equation of forces acting the 
coupler of a brakable tractor transport aggregate the 
elements of which can be set from the technical data and 
working conditions of an aggregate is presented. 

2. Increasing the ratio of mass \.of a trailer and a 
tractor, the forces (Fsk ) acting the coupler increase and 
approach the equation F' k = <p g (A. -A.) m at the same 

. s p t t' 
dtfference of the ratios of brakable and whole masses of 
the trailer and tractor (A -A. = canst) p I . 

3. The forces on th~ coupler will be equal to zero (F,k 

= 0), when (A.P -\ = 0), I.e.: at equal ratios of brakable and 
whole masses of a trailer and tractor (A. ="-) p ,. 

4. The braking effectiveness of a tractor transport 
aggregate will be the greatest, when the ratios ofbrakable 
and whole mass of the trailer and tractor will be equal (A 
="- = 1) p I . 

5. Carried out theoretical investigations of braking of 
a tractor transport aggregate allows to affirm that in 
sources of literature [5, 6] mathematical equations offorces 
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acting the couplers of tractor and automobile transport 
aggregates would be right if\. marked the ratio mP lm

1
, but 

not the ratio m
1

/ m . 
p 

6. The theoretical nomogram made to set the effec-
tiveness of braking and dependencies of driving speed, 
wheel gripping with the road, braking distance, decelera
tion and brakable masses and mass of aggregate is suit
able for the other road transport vehicles. 
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